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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

Update 1.0.1.79 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 1.0.1.79 is now available for download and has added new two new 

scoring notations for the Trick event to assist you in scoring the events. Added a 

correction to the NCWSA scoring for ties and fixed a glitch in the Chief Judges report for 

class C tournaments. Dave also added a feature to export the Team list for import to 

another program. 

 

The 2014 NOPS Tables Are Not Available At This Time 

The 2014 NOPS tables are still not available. The Seeding representatives are accepting 

tournament ZIP files and uploading them to the system to keep the Ranking List 

functioning for the skiers’ performances. When we get the new tables, you will need to 

rerun your Performance data file and the two scorebooks and re-submit them so that the 

posted scorebooks and the Ranking List Overall scores will match and the posted 

scorebook results for your tournament will be official according to the Rulebook  

 

Trick Scoring for Before Course Falls and Failure to Achieve Skiing Position 

Dave created two new Scorer notations to use that will assist us and the program in 

identifying problems we have had with Falls before the course and/or the skier failing to 

gain skiing position, both of which affect Overall scoring and in some instances 

qualifications for other tournaments.  

 

For these changes to work we will need the Boat Judges to call in (live Judging of Tricks) 

and Technical Controllers (in runs where video is used) to film the complete pre-pass 

practice along with each pass and the Boat Judges to call in, so that the Judges will have 

this information. Of course it goes without saying that the skiers name and the towboat in 

use needs to be at the beginning of the video for each skier. 

  

The first change is a fall before the course (Rule 11.04 applies in AWSA and 15.02 in 

IWWF), basically you need to enter "fall' as the trick code.  When it is the first trick it 

will automatically mark it as "Before" and will end the pass for a class L or R skier per 

IWWF rules.  For AWSA, if the "fall" is in the first and second trick lines, it will also end 

the pass.  It will also end the pass on the second pass if the fall is entered and there is a 

FALL before in the first pass.  

 



The second change will affect Overall and participation requirements for a skier when 

they fail to gain skiing position according to the Rules. If this happens the scorer will 

enter “NSP” (Non-skiing Position) on the first line and there will not be any score or 

participation score in the scorebook for the tournament. The “NSP” is very important for 

Regionals and Nationals participation in the Trick event, along with Overall implications. 

 

Chief Judge Report Correction 

We are currently converting the Chief Judge report into a tab delimited file for importing 

into the headquarters Access program for future reporting. We found that the scorers or 

others were not noting the rope lengths numbers for the Slalom and Jump ropes in a 

consistent format in either the metric or US standards and we were getting an error on the 

presentation. Dave has corrected this alpha/numeric error within the reports format. You 

do not need to do anything different. 

 

Exporting Team List Data File 

You can now use the “Export” tab in the Team Management window to export the Team 

List to a tab delimited file for importing into another computer program. When you select 

“Export”, a new window will open in your tournament folder and you will need to give 

the file a name before you save it. Suggestion would be to use “Team List” so you can 

find it. If you want to view the file, open it > select “edit” > select all > copy and then 

paste this into a blank Excel spreadsheet and then go to > Format > adjust column width 

and you will be able to view the information that you have exported. 

 

NCWSA Scorebook Correction for Team Ties 

Made a correction to the placements, to indicate ties when appropriate in the scorebooks 

and reports.  

 
Dave loaded a PDF that has a list of all fixes from version 1.0.1.50 thru 1.0.1.79.  He thought the 
information might be helpful.  It is located at:  
http://www.waterskiresults.com/WstimsForWindowsFixes_V1_0_1_79All.pdf 

 

Thank you for your continued support. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


